THE FIRST CHOICE IN THRONES FOR THE FIRST CHAIR PLAYER

When people choose the components of their drum set, the throne is often an afterthought at best...but it should really be the first on the list. Think about it—when you have to sit on a drum throne for hours of physically demanding activity, comfort isn’t a luxury. It’s an absolute necessity. Because as a drummer, your stamina, your flexibility, and your creativity are directly affected by your level of comfort.

1ST CHAIR DRUM THRONE SYSTEMS were designed for the first chair level of player—drummers who insist on the right equipment so they can consistently play their very best. By listening to the needs of the best players and reviewing every aspect of throne design, Tama has achieved the highest level of throne stability, flexibility, and durability to date.

The Ultimate in Height Adjustment

Most thrones today offer two ways of adjusting height: the threaded rod system (pneumatic style), and the bolt-with-screw rod clamping system. Both have advantages and disadvantages.

Splintering the seat on the threaded rod system allows you to get exact heights easily, but major height adjustments take too much time. Major adjustments are faster with the bolt system—but getting just the right height often requires a lot of frustration trial and error.

1st Chair thrones ingeniously combine the best of both worlds. The base section features a bolt with a nylon bushing for fast height adjustments. However, the rod and key lock collar (Hite-Lok) are threaded for more exact adjustments. After you quickly set the basic height with the bolt, you screw the Hite-Lok down to the base. Now the 1st Chair works as a threaded rod throne to get the exact height—but with none of the limits of a threaded rod throne.

Sitting

Because of the huge amount of stress they are subjected to, throne seat brackets have an understandably high failure rate. But 1st Chair’s new Sit-Tight die-cast aluminum seat bracket features a unique multilevel round design for greater bracket strength and longevity. The Sit-Tight bracket also features Tama’s super strong Multi-Clamping system which grips the throne rod much more securely than a standard bolt. Plus this multi-clamp design allows 1st Chair throne seats to be used with almost any other brand of throne base. 1st Chair’s Sit-Tight bracket will fit the top of throne rods between 10.4mm and 25.4mm in diameter. Three popular diameters, 14.4mm, 22.2mm, and 25.4mm are indicated on the bracket for quick adjustment.

Rocklok

This specially designed plastic collar at bottom of the throne rod prevents unwanted side-to-side motion inside the tubing.

Foot Life

A problem with any drum stand (not just thrones) is that the stand leg’s direct metal contact with their rubber feet means the rubber feet wear out quickly. But 1st Chair Throne features the Footlock, an innovative plastic attachment on the legs that results in much less wear and tear for longer foot life.

HT510 WIDE RIDER

The HT510 Wide Rider features the same shape as Tama’s popular HT55, the bicycle seat shaped throne. But the HT510 is even wider for complete comfort during even the longest playing sessions. Plus HT510’s seat features urethane foam padding which will hold its comfortable shape for years to come.

Available height range from the top of the seat to the floor: 430mm - 530mm (16.9" - 21.0")

HT410 ROUND RIDER

The traditional throne seat shape in an untraditionally large size. The Round Rider’s 15.75" inch diameter, 30mm thick seat is filled with comfortable yet firm urethane foam padding.

Available height range from the top of the seat to the floor: 440mm - 530mm (17.5" - 21")

HT310 STANDARD

For drummers who want with 1st Chair’s set-up advantages, but with a seat of traditional size and padding.

Available height range from the top of the seat to the floor: 440mm - 530mm (17.5" - 21.8")

HT55L STAGEMASTER DRUM THRONE

Tama’s popular and very affordable double braced throne with a 13" diameter round seat.

HT55 WIDE RIDER SEAT ONLY

1st Chair seats can also be mounted on your own throne base. 1st Chair’s Sit-Tight mounting bracket can fit on any throne rod from 14.4mm to 25.4mm thick.

HT54 ROUN RIDER SEAT ONLY

1st Chair seats can also be mounted on your own throne base. 1st Chair’s Sit-Tight mounting bracket can fit on any throne rod from 14.4mm to 25.4mm thick.